Self-assembly of [Pt(3n)(CO)(6n)]2- (n = 4-8) carbonyl clusters: from molecules to conducting molecular metal wires.
A comprehensive study discussing the different parameters that influence the self-assembly of [Pt(3n)(CO)(6n)](2-) (n = 4-8) clusters with miscellaneous mono- and dications into 0-D, 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D materials is herein reported. As an unexpected bonus, the use of Ru(II) dications allowed the first structural characterization of the previously unknown [Pt(21)(CO)(42)](2-) dianion. 0-D structures, which contain isolated ions, are electrical insulators in solid form. Conversely, as soon as infinite chains of clusters are formed, the electrical resistivity, measured in pressed pellets, decreases to 10(5)-10(6), 10(4), and 10(2) ohms cm for discontinuous, semicontinuous, and continuous chains, respectively. Therefore, the resemblance of these materials to molecular metal wires is not only morphological but also functional. Preliminary results of possible self-assembly phenomena in a solution of [Pt(15)(CO)(30)](2-) and [Pt(18)(CO)(36)](2-) according to dynamic light scattering experiments are also reported.